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Chapter 896  
 
What they saw were neatly arranged bookshelves filled with countless 
parchment scrolls. It was obvious that these were exceptionally high–quality 
cultivation techniques. “This is…” “Oh my God, there are so many cultivation 
techniques.” “With these techniques, we’ll be able to advance further.” “The 
Klein family’s treasure is truly extraordinary.” Despite what they said, no one 
dared to make any reckless moves. Even Norvin restrained his restless heart. 
Seizing these treasures at the moment would undoubtedly provoke 
everyone’s anger. “Everyone…” Wade’s gaze swept over the four family 
heads, and he narrowed his eyes as he said, “There is an abundance of 
cultivation techniques stored here. If we were to fight over them, it would 
inevitably damage our relationship. “In my opinion, our five forces can each 
take what we can get. Whoever gets there first claims it. There’s no need for 
conflict over this. “What do you think?” The four family heads exchanged 
glances. “I agree.” “No problem.” “I have no objections.” “That’s feasible.” All 
of them agreed. “In that case…” Wade gave a signal to the Medicine Sect 
experts and then said, “Let’s begin.” Swoosh! Whoosh, whoosh! Rustle! 
Swish! Figures immediately rushed forward, each heading to their preferred 
bookshelves. They collected all the secret manuals and astonishing speed. 
Andrius signaled to the Black Hawk. In the chaos, they slipped past the 
chamber and proceeded deeper. Andrius already had the ‘Hades‘ Axiom‘, and 
the profound methods within had captivated him. He knew not to bite off more 
than he could chew, so he did not take a single secret manual. 2/2 Soon, the 
two of them passed through the dim corridor and arrived at the spacious hall. 
At the top of the hall, countless fist–sized night pearls were embedded, 
illuminating the area as bright as daylight. The walls were adorned with 
mysterious patterns, and the ground depicted ancient totems. The shining 
light descended, exuding a sacred atmosphere and transforming the place 
into a sanctuary. However, the most eye–catching part was the seven 
thrones! Andrius and the Black Hawk exchanged glances, and each climbed 
onto a throne to examine it. “These seven things…” ” After inspecting three 
thrones, the Black Hawk pondered for a moment and said, “It seems like 
some kind of combination lock. Their shapes match the Big Dipper 
constellation.” “A combination lock…” Andrius frowned and examined them 
briefly before reaching the first star, Dubhe. Whoosh! Swish, swish! Swoosh, 
swoosh, swoosh! In an instant, countless arrows whistled through the air, 
aimed at Andrius. They all carried a sharp and chilling intent, raining down like 
a dense storm of arrows. “Huh?” Andrius‘ expression changed. With a quick 



glance, he realized that all the escape routes were blocked by the arrows, 
leaving no place to hide. Andrius immediately activated his inner energy and 
prepared to face the arrows head–on. Swoosh! At that moment, a graceful 
figure accompanied by a fragrant breeze arrived and landed in front of 
Andrius. With a push of her hands, a strong inner energy formed a protective 
barrier in front of her. The next moment… Clack, clack, clack! Thud, thud, 
thud! Clang, clang, clang! The arrows struck the barrier, which remained as 
solid as rock. Not a single arrow pierced through. The volley lasted for a full 
five seconds before all the arrows were fired, and it stopped. 
Chapter 897 “Andrius, are you okay?” The figure turned around, a concerned 
expression on her face. It was none other than Kate. Swoosh! Whoosh! 
Swish! Swoosh! Several figures followed. Seeing the scene before them, their 
gazes fell on Andrius in the center. It was Wade, along with Norvin and the 
other family heads. They heard the commotion inside and immediately rushed 
over. They did not care about the martial arts manuals anymore and were 
more afraid that the treasure inside might be taken by others. “Andrius 
Moonshade.” Norvin glanced at Andrius and asked suspiciously, “What were 
you guys doing? Why was there such a loud commotion?” The Black Hawk 
glanced at Andrius. After receiving the signal from him, he explained truthfully, 
“There are seven thrones in this sanctuary. They correspond to the Big 
Dipper’s seven stars, each with its own keys. “As long as we adjust the 
positions and orientations of the thrones correctly, we should be able to 
unlock the treasure here. “However, we moved the Duhbe star of the Big 
Dipper earlier, triggering a mechanism.” Norvin and the others were greatly 
intrigued by the Black Hawk’s words. To hide something using the complex 
Big Dipper constellation, it must be the most essential and precious treasure 
of the Kleins! “What are you waiting for?” As soon as the Black Hawk spoke, 
Norvin said eagerly, “Hurry up and restore the Big Dipper formation. Let’s see 
what treasures are inside.” “Yes, hurry up and don’t dawdle.”  
 
“Get to it! I can’t wait any longer.” “At last, we’ve finally found that core 
treasure of the Klein family!” Damian, Ronald, and Tyrell could not remain 
calm anymore. Andrius could not help but roll his eyes. These guys only heard 
the word “treasure” and completely forgot about the danger. “Every movement 
triggers a mechanism.” Andrius pursed his lips and said, “In this situation, 
even if you had seven lives, it wouldn’t be able to survive this.” The family 
heads calmed down slightly. However, the temptation of the treasure was 
immense, and they began to discuss their plans. “The Big Dipper formation 
must be broken. We must obtain the treasure!” “There’s no doubt about that. 
The main issue is how to deal with the triggered mechanism. Once we do, 
everything will be fine.” “In my opinion…” Norvin glanced at the other family 



heads and said firmly, “The mechanisms here aren’t that strong. As family 
heads, we can easily handle them. “Currently, there are six thrones left, so the 
four of us family heads, along with the Medicine Sect Master, and the First 
Elder from the Swallows, will be responsible for dealing with these 
mechanisms. “Andrius, you two can rest assured and decode the lock. What 
do you think?” Norvin’s gaze fell on Andrius, and he added, “Don’t worry, I 
won’t intentionally harm you until we find the final treasure.” The Black Hawk 
looked at Andrius. Andrius nodded and said, “Let’s begin.” With Andrius‘ nod, 
Wade, Norvin, and the others all went to a throne, quietly waiting for the 
mechanisms to trigger. “This is Merak, also known as Beta Ursae Majoris. 
When the mechanism activates, it should come from this direction, so be 
careful. “This is Phecda. “This is Megrez. “This is Alioth. The Black Hawk 
introduced the stars one by one and explained some possible situations to 
everyone. After explaining, he nodded to Andrius. “Watch out. I’m about to 
start.” Andrius started to move the throne corresponding to Merak. Click, click 
click… The throne made a dull yet loud sound. Unexpectedly, no mechanism 
was triggered this time. “Hm?” ‘Why wasn’t there a response?” “Did we 
overthink it?” The group was puzzled. Andrius suddenly said, “Watch up from 
above!” Chapter 897 Norvin, who was responsible for protecting them, looked 
up and immediately trembled. Above the sanctuary, a huge crack suddenly 
appeared, and a massive rock the size of half a house fell from it. If it hit, 
everything would be flattened. 3/3 
1/3  
 
Chapter 898 “Hmph.” Since Norvin had spoken, and it was only the second 
star, there was no reason to retreat. He gathered strength in his legs, and with 
a crack, he smashed the hard ground into countless crevices, launching 
himself into the air like a cannonball! “Cloud Splitting Palm!” As the huge rock 
descended toward him, Norvin shouted loudly, and a vast amount of inner 
energy surged out like a raging sea. His palm delivered three consecutive 
strikes to the giant rock. Crack! Shatter… With the first strike, the giant rock 
cracked open. With the second strike, the rock shattered into countless 
fragments and fell to the ground. With the third strike, the numerous fragments 
turned into powder and fell like flour. “Hm.” Norvin himself let out a muffled 
hum as he fell from mid–air. He stumbled a few steps but ultimately stabilized 
himself. “Continue.” He looked at Andrius and ordered without changing his 
expression, letting the dust from the shattered rocks fall over him. Everyone in 
the sanctuary could not help but be amazed. Norvin’s strength was indeed 
formidable. Andrius recalled what Wade had said on the helicopter and felt a 
chill in his heart. Norvin might really have taken that step and entered the 
realm of Martial God. Next, Andrius moved the Phecda throne to the correct 



position and orientation without hesitation. Swoosh! Whoosh, whoosh…. Just 
as he finished, the mechanism was triggered. Countless flying knives shot out 
from the nearby walls, densely packed like fine rain without any gaps. 
Whoosh! Wade stood in place, his expression unchanged. With a wave of his 
right hand, his robe formed an airtight wall of inner energy that captured all of 
the flying knives. Ultimately, the flying knives fell to the ground with a clang. 
Not a single one hit him. 2/3 Next, Andrius moved all the thrones back to their 
respective positions. The various family heads each displayed their unique 
abilities and managed to deal with all the mechanisms safely. Crack! Bang! 
Rumble! The instant it was complete, everyone suddenly felt dizzy. The 
ground beneath their feet began to tremble violently, and countless huge 
rocks fell from the top of the sanctuary as if it were the apocalypse. “Retreat, 
retreat!” “Quick, everybody, get out!” “Damn it, what’s going on?” Everyone 
was taken aback by the unexpected turn of events. Even Norvin did not dare 
to stay any longer. Everyone retreated from the sanctuary back into the 
passage. Rumble! Whoosh! The massive changes continued for about ten 
minutes. When all the dust had settled, the sanctuary was completely 
unrecognizable. The ground had completely collapsed, revealing scorching 
lava beneath. There was only a central platform remaining along with three 
narrow paths leading to the platform. Everyone’s gazes were fixed on the 
platform. There, six jade pendants were mysteriously suspended mid–air, 
constantly rotating and reflecting dazzling light. On the jade pendants were 
various animal patterns. There was no doubt about it. This was the Klein 
family’s treasure. Swoosh! While everyone was still in shock, a figure 
suddenly rushed out. It was none other than Norvin. “Go!” “Quick, get it!” 
“Let’s go!” “Don’t fall back!” Following Norvin’s lead, Wade, Ronald, and the 
others rushed out, ordering their family experts in mid–air. Chapter 898 The 
competition had officially begun. Norvin took the lead and was just about to 
reach the jade pendants. Whoosh 
3/3 Chapter 899 Whoosh- At that moment, a series of silver lights suddenly 
appeared, and countless silver needles shot out, targeting Norvin’s 
outstretched hand. It was Wade. Norvin was well aware of the formidable 
nature of Wade’s silver needles and did not dare to confront them head–on. 
Instead, he rapidly rotated his body to evade the silver needles. This put 
Wade in the lead. Swoosh! Whoosh! Boom! Damian, Ronald, and Tyrell were 
unwilling to be left behind. Seeing the situation, they used their own unique 
martial skills to target Wade, preventing him from easily touching the jade 
pendants. Wade had to avoid the three consecutive attacks or risk death or 
injury. Then, the three of them immediately rushed toward the jade pendants. 
“Hmph.” “Seeking death!” Norvin and Wade exchanged a glance, then shot 
forward together. Their strength was clearly on a completely different level 



from the three family heads. They easily pushed the three men back, leaving 
them with rather severe injuries.  
 
Only Norvin and Wade remained on the platform. Swoosh! Whoosh Swish! At 
that moment, the experts from each major family arrived. The experts went 
forward to support their family heads and examine their injuries. The disciples 
of the Medicine Sect and the Swallows stood behind Wade and Norvin for the 
confrontation Then, with Norvin’s sudden attack on Wade, the battle began 
Wade was not a weakling and was able to stand his ground against Norvin 
However, the Medicine Sect had more skilled experts, and the situation 
quickly turned unfavorable for the Swallow family Norvin was unable to defeat 
Wade after a long battle, so the morale of the Swallows dropped as well. The 
Medicine Sect gradually gained the upper hand. “Heh…” After exchanging 
another strike with Wade, Norvin landed in the midst of the Swallows and said 
coldly, “The Medicine Sect has been hiding their strength for many years. 
Their power is indeed extraordinary. However, I came prepared this time.” 
Norvin gave a look to the First Elder beside him. The First Elder understood, 
smiled sinisterly, and immediately took out a cylindrical object. He lit the fuse 
on the top and threw it into the holes that had appeared above. Due to the 
mechanisms, several openings had already formed at the roof. The cylindrical 
object flew out of the hole and exploded in midair, creating a splendid 
fireworks display. The expressions of Wade and the other Medicine Sect 
experts changed slightly. Norvin was indeed formidable. If he had the 
numerical advantage as well, they would be in danger. That was especially 
true since Wade knew that Norvin was hiding his true strength! Damian, 
Ronald, and Tyrell’s expressions also changed when they heard Norvin’s 
words. However, the fireworks dissipated quickly. Time slowly passed, but 
there was still no movement from outside. Norvin and the First Elder 
exchanged a glance, and their expressions changed slightly. Wade stared at 
Norvin and chuckled mockingly, “Norvin, is this what you call being prepared? 
It seems your people have taken the wrong path.” Norvin’s face flushed at the 
words, but his expression was still sinister. He glared at Wade and sneered, 
saying slowly, “Even if they got lost and there’s no reinforcements, I can still 
dominate this place!” Then, he took a step forward. Rumble! At that moment, 
his robe billowed without wind, and a powerful aura rose into the sky. 
Everyone felt a vast, ocean–like aura rushing toward them, pressing against 
their chests like a mountain, making it hard for them to breathe. This was the 
pressure of a Martial God! A Martial God stage expert was truly terrifying! 
Norvin, who had hidden his strength for many days, finally stopped holding 
back and revealed his true strength. “T–this is…” “He’s a Martial God!” “A 
Martial God! He hid it so well!” Damian, Ronald, and Tyrell exclaimed. 3/3 



Wade had long suspected it, but his expression still changed dramatically at 
the moment of the reveal. 
Chapter 900 Norvin was a genuine Martial God! That level of strength 
immediately shattered the existing balance.  
 
Damian, Ronald, and Tyrell thought that if their three families joined forces, 
they could handle both the Swallows and the Medicine Sect. However, now, a 
Martial God like Norvin was enough to dispel that thought. In the world of 
martial arts, there was a saying that each stage had its own horizon, and the 
gap between the two major stages was like an abyss. It could not be crossed. 
Norvin had a confident smile on his face as he slowly approached. 
“Gentlemen, since we’ve worked together for many years, I suggest you and 
your people live immediately. I can pretend that nothing happened.” Norvin 
was clearly intending to claim everything for himself by relying on his strength. 
The three family heads‘ expressions changed. However, they did not 
withdraw. They had prepared for many years to find the Klein family’s 
treasure. Now that it was right in front of them, they would not give up easily. 
They were unwilling to do so. Therefore, the three family heads exchanged 
glances and looked at Wade. If Wade could hold Norvin off, and the combined 
forces of the three families attacked the Swallow family experts, leaving only 
Norvin alone, they might have a chance at victory. However, there was a risk 
that Wade might lose his life as the first to face Norvin. Wade knew that 
someone had to step forward, and he had confidence in his abilities. He went 
up and said, “Norvin, the strength of a Martial God is indeed formidable, but I 
believe I have the strength to put up a fight! “You can forget about the 
Swallows monopolizing the Klein family’s treasure!” After saying that, a 
powerful aura surged forward. “Is that so?” Norvin grinned, full of disdain. 
Then, his figure suddenly flickered and disappeared, leaving only afterimages 
as he rushed toward Wade. “Blooming Perfection!” Wade did not dare to be 
careless and immediately used the Medicine Sect’s most profound martial 
skill, the Sixfold Perfection! This martial skill had six forms with a total of 
thirty–six variations. Although Wade had only practiced up to the fifth form, he 
still possessed extraordinary combat strength and was almost invincible 
among others of the same realm. “Insignificant tricks!” Norvin snorted coldly. 
He had already reached Wade and launched another ‘Cloud Splitting Strike‘. 
   

 

 


